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We are all born self-ish. But when we choose to follow Jesus, He heals our hearts so we can be selfless. Look for ways to show God’s love by putting others first!Earn 10,000 points for completing this
week’s challenge!God’s love changes you from self-ish to self-less
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Dont be selfish ... Be humble, thinking
of others as better than yourselves.
Philippians 2:3

2 Corinthians 13:4 5
Mark 12:30 31
1 Corinthians 10:24
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1. When is it difficult for you to put others first

Answers will vary

2. Whose example of love should we follow

JESUS of course!!

3. What sacrifices did Jesus make to put us first

He chose to live on earth to show us how to live God s way, He died on the cross to take the punishment for our sins, etc.

4. What happens to your heart when you choose to follow Jesus

God changes your heart from a heart full of sin to a pure,clean heart that s friends with Him

5. What is a sacrifice you can make this week to show love to someone else

Answers may vary

6. What is one thing you can do to live a life filled with love, following the example of Christ

Answers may vary
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NEED modeling clay resealable baggie pencils
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Thank God for good things in your life
Pray for your family and friends
Pray for your community
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Give each of the kids a golf ball–size piece of dough,
and instruct them to shape it into three small blocks. Ask them to use a pencil to engrave a U on one block, B4 on
another, and I on the third. Have them carefully place the blocks in a bag to take home and set out to dry for
several days. encourage them to use the blocks as a reminder to put others before themselves. “You (U) come
before (B4) me (I).”
Let's put other first!
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kFollow the link on our webpage facebook post for some wind chime ideas!

